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structure of the entrapment defense, the pliability of the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act,
the role of an expert witness at trial, and a judge’s authority in sentencing all feature prominently.
These concepts are vibrantly illustrated through devastating case studies approached with the
adeptness of a seasoned defender.
For example, Said explains the government’s successful campaign to stretch the definition of
material support to include the conferral of legitimacy and speech through the examination of two
prosecutions. First, he analyzes the prosecution of five officers and directors of the Holy Land
Foundation, a prominent U.S. Muslim organization which gathered and sent money to charities—
called zakat committees—in the West Bank and Gaza. These five men, Shukri Abu-Baker, Mufid
Abdulqader, Ghassan Elashi, Mohammad el-Mezain, and Abderahman Odeh, were ultimately
convicted of violating the material support ban, not because they sent money to a State Department–
designated FTO, in this case Hamas; instead, Said argues, the government succeeded in pushing a
theory that donations to the zakat committees “enhanced Hamas’s reputation and legitimacy in the
eyes of the community” (p. 68). The men are now serving sentences between fifteen and sixty-five
years in federal prison. Said describes the further expansion of material support to include
protected speech through the 2012 prosecution of Tarek Mehanna, a young Muslim man from
Massachusetts. Mehanna was convicted of providing material support to al-Qa‘ida by
translating Arabic language material and posting it on a website which the government
characterized as “for those sympathetic to al-Qa[‘ida].” While the government never alleged
that Mehanna coordinated or corresponded with anyone representing al-Qa‘ida, Mehanna was
convicted and sentenced to seventeen-and-a-half years in prison (p. 70).
These and other cases dissected in Crimes of Terror will be familiar to readers with a critical
background in law and national security, who will find the book a helpful reference guide, with
crucial citations to relevant authorities on the matter, including some of Said’s academic work on
the topic. For everyone else—the vast majority of readers who will come across this work—Said’s
is a vital contribution to an underappreciated area of law, accessibly crafted for an audience who
will experience firsthand that nothing is immune from the nebulous, manipulative concept of
terrorism—especially not the U.S. criminal justice system.
Tarek Z. Ismail is the senior staff attorney at the Creating Law Enforcement Accountability and Responsibility
(CLEAR) Project at CUNY School of Law. The project provides legal support to individuals and communities
affected by U.S. national security policy. He will be joining the CUNY School of Law faculty as an associate
professor of law in the fall of 2019.

Hamas Contained: The Rise and Pacification of Palestinian Resistance, by Tareq Baconi. Stanford,
CA: Stanford University Press, 2018. 368 pages. $29.95 cloth, e-book available.
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Hamas is one of the most globally renowned Islamic movements. It is as much a household
name as al-Qa‘ida and the Taliban. Despite this fame, it is little understood, probably less so today
than ever before. It has been defined as a terrorist organization and confined to this label. In fact,
the whole Palestinian nationalist movement has become increasingly reduced to simple binaries
and marginalized. In this context, there is something quietly revolutionary about Tareq Baconi’s
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Hamas Contained: The Rise and Pacification of Palestinian Resistance. The author dares to treat
Hamas as worthy of in-depth analysis and gives it the sort of treatment that a serious academic
would any faction within the Palestinian nationalist movement or other major political actor, thus
addressing attempts to exceptionalize Hamas and political
Islam.
In writing about Hamas, even the methodology used may
be a radical act. Many of the books written about Hamas are
organized thematically.* This is not necessarily wrongheaded,
but such an approach tends to reinforce the idea of Hamas as
a movement with an intrinsic and immutable nature. Baconi,
in contrast, follows a strict chronological approach as he
provides a political history of the movement. Such an
organizing principle captures the movement’s complexity as a
rational actor that develops over time and reacts to events,
weighing each particular context. Ultimately, it is not simply a
movement bent on the destruction of Israel—if it is at all.
Baconi analyzes every major political decision Hamas has
taken in painstaking detail, discussing scrupulously the
major debates around each historical milestone. The study
covers the movement from its 1987 establishment to 2017, though the detailed blow-by-blow
breakdown starts with the outbreak of the Second Intifada, in September 2000 (p. 36). The depth
and breadth of sources make this a remarkable work. Not since Khaled Hroub’s Hamas: Political
Thought and Practice (Institute for Palestine Studies, 2000) has an author provided such a
thorough treatment of available written material on and by Hamas.
Far and away the primary source of this book is the monthly magazine Filastin Muslima, one of
the movement’s major publications. The other major contribution Baconi makes in term of sources
is his thorough perusal of the secondary literature in Arabic. The extensive survey of written material
is most welcome as there is a clear overreliance on interviews in studies about Hamas. The Hamas
leadership is usually extremely willing to meet researchers, and like politicians, generally knows
how to tailor its message according to their interests. There are also significant contributions from
exclusive documents that the author has gained access to, like the minutes of the third-party
backchannel negotiations in 2008 between Israel and Hamas (p. 52), and interfactional discussions
on cease-fire negotiations during the fifty-day war on Gaza in the summer of 2014 (p. 220).
Through this meticulous analysis Baconi provides Hamas and the Palestinians “permission
to narrate.”† Such consent has been frequently denied to Palestinians since the origin of their

* Andrea Nüsse, Muslim Palestine: The Ideology of Hamas (London: RoutledgeCurzon, 1998); Khaled
Hroub, Hamas: Political Thought and Practice (Washington, DC: Institute for Palestine Studies, 2000);
Beverly Milton-Edwards and Stephen Farrell, Hamas: The Islamic Resistance Movement (Malden, MA:
Polity, 2010).
“Permission to narrate” is a term coined by Edward Said in an article of the same name for JPS 13, no. 3
(Spring 1984): pp. 27–48.
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struggle; the overarching framework of the “war on terror,” the main geopolitical paradigm since
9/11, has managed to curtail it even further. One of the main challenges facing a work based on
primary sources that are the mouthpiece of a particular political faction is gleaning information
and analysis from the propaganda. Baconi rises to this challenge, often succeeding in putting
forward revealing excerpts, giving the reader a sense of the logic and the anguish behind the
decisions the movement makes. (See, for example, Hamas’s reaction to the Mitchell Report on
p. 43 and to Arafat’s death on p. 76, its 28 March 2006 decision to unilaterally form its own
cabinet on p. 103, or its sense of foreboding on the signing of the 19 June 2008 ceasefire on
pp. 150–51.)
The main narrative that Baconi has extracted from this textual analysis is the notion of resistance.
The term is easily the most repeated throughout the book (it appears at least 270 times in the text’s
body); and much of the book circles around it (it is in its subtitle and two of its six chapter titles).
Indeed, Hamas’s main achievement is becoming the embodiment of Palestinian resistance against
Israel. When it won the elections in 2006, reconciling its resistance agenda with the practice of
politics became its fundamental internal struggle (p. 92). But at times, one is left with the feeling
that the concept, which Hamas uses to justify its every move, has not been treated critically
enough by the author.
Baconi’s criticism of Hamas’s use of violence during the Second Intifada is severe. And the selfdefeating strategy that Hamas pursues with one attack after another against an incalculably more
powerful enemy is described in its full nihilistic logic (pp. 50–51). The author places Hamas’s use
of violence in a larger historical narrative of the Palestine Liberation Organization’s (PLO)
experience: Hamas is going through the same motions, but without having drawn the lessons
(p. 28). And yet the book establishes like never before the degree to which Hamas, as the PLO
before it, has come to terms with the existence of Israel, and that its struggle is fundamentally
against the occupation—despite its founding charter and maximalist rhetoric elsewhere. The
author presents the Cairo Declaration in March 2005 as a turning point (p. 82) and provides one
example after another throughout the book (pp. 93, 104, 108, 113, 114, 134, 229, 245). In fact,
Hamas leaders have expressed implicitly time and again readiness to reach an agreement with
Israel—for example, Hamas founder Ahmad Yasin offered to solve the conflict on the basis of the
1967 border in May 1999—but the movement, unlike the PLO, refuses to grant formal recognition
in return for nothing (pp. 230–31, 248–49).
The final verdict is unequivocal. Israel’s objective is to extinguish any Palestinian claim to rights,
effectively blaming the victim (p. 84). Hamas, in spite of itself, provides a particularly useful vessel for
such delegitimization (pp. xviii–ix, 58, 61). This is one of the main arguments developed in the book,
from which the title and subtitle are drawn. However, this study provides much more: it offers
a recent history of Palestinian political opposition to Fatah and of the Palestinian nationalist
movement as a whole. Also, to reduce Hamas to this one aspect—being “contained”—is too
narrow a view to take on the whole movement, and in the end it does precisely what the author
sets out to avoid: explain the movement away.
José S. Vericat is the Carter Center representative for Israel-Palestine. He has a PhD in Oriental studies from the
University of Oxford and a master’s degree in international affairs from Columbia University.
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